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GoCanvas
Planning and executing a large-scale,
verticalized content marketing effort
to engage multiple audiences and
solidifying the company’s position
as a thought leader.

The Situation
Cloud-based software service provider GoCanvas makes its goal for clients clear upfront:
“go paperless.” The GoCanvas software, available for free trial and purchase via a familiar app
store model, enables users to save time and money by replacing their business’ paper forms
with pre-built and fully customizable apps — no more handwritten inventory, inspection,
work/service order, or logistical recordkeeping necessary. Capable of scanning barcodes,
capturing images, electronic signatures, and much more, GoCanvas technology is flexible
enough to be adopted by businesses in more than 30 vertical markets.
GoCanvas initially came to Right Source for
assistance with developing a large-scale content
marketing effort that would result in more sign-ups
for free trials. The company had a vision, supported
by its board, for how it believed it could more
deeply engage its myriad audiences: create quality
anchor content on a regular basis for a specific
selection of target industry verticals, thereby
establishing itself as a thought leader within that
area. After two years, as the company saw traction
with its new content, it sought to level-up its
content game and shifted its engagement with
Right Source to include interactive content.

RightSourceMarketing.com

“Right Source was able to both
create excellent, vertical-specific
content under tight deadlines and
zoom out to the 30,000-foot view
and grasp what we at GoCanvas
are trying to do at the macro level.”
— Mike Benedict
Vice President, GoCanvas Application Store
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Challenges
To initiate a robust, verticalized content marketing campaign that would attract new trial users and ultimately
paying customers, GoCanvas needed to be able to create content at a pace, volume, and a level of sophistication
that it did not believe could be achieved in-house.
³³ The company sought to address a broad range
of verticals — nine in total —from construction to
hazardous chemicals to mines and quarries. And it
wanted to do it offering educational content and
depth for readers, requiring content-producers
with a high degree of insight and experience
within those verticals.

³³ GoCanvas’ initial publication schedule was aggressive:
Create a total of 12 eBooks of roughly 2,500 words
each in the first three months, along with weekly
blog posts.
³³ The company wanted to be seen as the thought leader
in each vertical that it represented with its content.

The Work
Right Source met its initial Herculean content challenge head on, and began with research
and planning of messages, themes, and topics for each of the nine assigned verticals.
Because the GoCanvas team was fully on board and committed to the the effort’s success,
the relationship quickly became a true partnership. So when, after three months, Canvas
approached RSM about shifting to a different set of verticals, the challenge was gladly
accepted, with suggestions for more enhancements for marketing around each eBook
including email drip campaigns, Twitter ads, a variety of blog posts, infographics, and more.
The deliverables for the overall effort ultimately expanded well beyond what either partner originally envisioned:
³³ A total of 20 eBooks in 13 different verticals were
created in the first year; an additional five in the
following year.

³³ The success of GoCanvas anchor content led to
the development of co-branded content for
GoCanvas’ channel partners, including Verizon,
Telstra, and PayPal.

³³ More than 80 blog posts and infographics related
to and repurposed from those eBooks were created
in the first 18 months.

³³ Right Source created a resource page on GoCanvas'
existing website to house the library of new content
developed for each vertical.

³³ Efforts expanded beyond just content production
into fully formed, cross-channel lead nurture and
promotional campaigns around each piece of
anchor content, and design services were added.

³³ GoCanvas’ desire to further engage audiences led
Right Source to recommend a shift to interactive
content, including the creation of more than 10
interactive eBooks, infographics, and quizzes.

³³ A full complement of designed materials for each
eBook became standard order to promote the
publication, including Twitter ads, a landing page,
email headers, and more.
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³³ Work expanded to include extensive design and
content services for additional areas at GoCanvas
including sales, partner marketing, and HR.
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Infographic

Interactive eBook

Ultimate Checklist for
Effective Toolbox Talks
Are you ready to start implementing toolbox talks into your workplace safety programs? Make sure
you’re equipped to deliver and document effective safety briefings by following this checklist.

Before the Talk:

After the Talk:



Determine the topic you’ll cover. Over the course of your
briefings, make sure to cover a range of topics applicable
to your team.



Document the topic you covered, including the specific
points you addressed, so you have a record of when
employees were reminded of certain safety measures.



Get familiar with the topic so you can deliver the
information to your team while making eye contact — and
without reading directly from the page.



Create a list of who was at the talk and/or take a photo
of the group to record attendance.



Collect signatures from the team members in
attendance to document both that they were there and
that they understood what you talked about.



Store your documentation. Information stored in the
cloud is searchable and more readily accessible than a file
cabinet full of paper forms.



Prepare demonstrations and props to provide visual
examples to your team and encourage participation.



Gather stories to drive home the point of the talk. People
will remember a story better than they’ll recall statistics.



Review recent reports, so you’re prepared to talk about
any relevant near misses or incidents.

During the Talk:


Ask open-ended questions (that require more than a “yes”
or “no”) to make sure your team understands the lesson.



Be specific. It’s not enough to tell your team to “be
more careful” — you must tell them what specific safety
measures to take.



Mention relevant mobile checklists that correspond with
the day’s tasks and require employees to use them.



Keep it short. Experts recommend toolbox talks take no
longer than five to 10 minutes.



Allow time at the end for team members to ask questions,
give feedback, and provide suggestions on safety
improvements.
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Mobile apps from GoCanvas make it easy
to document toolbox talks quickly and
thoroughly (including electronic signatures,
GPS locations and timestamps, photos, and
more), and keeps that information secure in
the cloud.
Learn more about the benefits of toolbox
talks in our interactive eBook, “Turn Toolbox
Talks Into Bottom-Line Success.”

Download Now
Try GoCanvas Free for 30 Days
No credit card required

GoCanvas.com

Checklist

FOR CONSTRUCTION

HOW ACCEPTING MOBILE PAYMENTS WILL
TRANSFORM YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
eBooks

REASONS TO BUY
• Canvas Mobile Forms:
Simple to Deploy and Use
No integration required,
works on any smartphone or
tablet, ready out of the box

Regulation Compliance
& Awareness
Manage compliance training,
teach regulation awareness
and test employee knowledge

• Unlock Frontline Data
Save costs, increase
workplace efficiency and
get real-time analytics

Safety Coordination
Immediately report hazards,
avoid workplace injuries and
prevent unsafe situations

• Streamlined Processes
Easily collect data on mobile
device, share instantly in
Box and Google Drive

Personnel Training
& Management
Record performance reviews,
maintain employment records
and track employee training

MOBILE FORMS TO TRY
Work Order Form

Time & Materials Log

Safety Inspection Report

Daily Field Report

GoCanvas.com

4 WAYS BIG DATA
IS TRANSFORMING
OIL AND GAS

e-Postcards

Twitter Ad

RightSourceMarketing.com
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Results

6x
Arrow-alt-circle-right	Prospect Conversion
Prospect conversion rate for
eBooks downloaders was 6x
higher than company average.

60%
Arrow-alt-circle-right	Trial to Paid
60% increase in trial users 		
converting to paid for those
who downloaded an eBook.

10x
Arrow-alt-circle-right	Content Output
Total content output using RSM
was 10x higher than doing this
in house.

GoCanvas needed us to provide both strategy and execution on a largescale content creation and repurposing effort that would be too much for
most in-house marketing departments to handle. The combination of strategic
guidance, large-scale, complex content creation, and development of
innovative tactics is our sweet spot — and to have a partner so fully vested
in helping to create success has made GoCanvas a pleasure to work with.”
— Yvonne Lyons, VP of Creative Services, Right Source Marketing

At Right Source, we help companies maximize their content marketing investment
by creating and marketing effective content.
rightsourcemarketing.com
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